The evaluation of pharmacologic therapy in humans: a brief summary of the drug evaluation process and guidelines for clinical trials as they related to women.
Significant progress has been made in including women in clinical and drug evaluation trials. Nonetheless, for most drugs currently on the market, analysis of benefits by sex is not available. At least some of the adverse effects of newer drugs in women could be due to the lack of inclusion in studies from which therapeutic regimens were derived. The data currently available on potential sex differences in pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics are also limited by having been obtained from healthy subjects receiving only one medication in studies designed only to detect moderate-to-large (> 30-50%) differences between the sexes. The clinical environment is different: patients consume multiple medications, including over-the-counter medications as well as nutraceuticals and dietary supplements; patients are, on average, older than healthy volunteers or even patients enrolled in investigational studies; and patients are more likely to have multiple diseases. In addition, adequate numbers of women still have not been enrolled in clinical trials for the therapy of many common disorders. The prudent clinician will remember that every time a therapy is initiated for an individual patient, especially a female patient, it is a clinical trial and the outcome is uncertain.